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About This Game

Game contains simple English only.
Refer to the manual for more details.

[Overview]

A racing game where you speed through a futuristic world in anti-gravity machines.
You can experience overwhelming speeds and realistic motions!

[Features]

Beautiful visuals and intensely powerful sounds
Simple controls so anyone can enjoy playing

10 unique machines
35 courses each with variation

3 types of game play (racing style)

[Game Types]

RACING
Compete with rival machines for 1st place.

TIME CHALLENGE
Aim to complete the course in the shortest time possible.

KEEP SHIELD
Aim for the goal taking the least damage possible.
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[Controls]

The machine controls are LEFT and RIGHT only.
Acceleration is automatic. NO BRAKING!
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Having used this I like the layout, but the issues I have had (brush lag, no view manipulator, and that this was released with these
issues.) make this software well not worth the price. After some more time in the QA department maybe but until then if you
are looking for an improvement over 'comicado' look elsewhere.. I started playing this game like 7-8 years ago. Those were fun
times because you had enough time to grind to level cap. But since they increased level cap and you get 0.01 from 7-8 mob it is
torture to level at higher levels. Do not start this game unless they change the exp rates and item mall prices.. I really like it..
AAHHAHAHAh ♥♥♥♥ING SHARK. Interesting but rather short game. Game aesthetics are distinct and gorgeous but
gameplay and controls have some rough edges. Nevertheless game is well worth playing (even if you have no idea what "tulpa"
is).. It's essentially a board game where you play four different minigames, but none of the minigames are very interesting or
fun enough to really justify putting more than a few minutes into this. Also, it's an old game trying to pass itself off as being
newer than it is, and it shows.

Boring, and honestly a waste of a pretty funny base concept.. Canyon Capers is a great little game.

Don't be fooled by the cute graphics, as this has some really good hardcore gaming, even with the super simple controls. You'll
breeze through the early levels, and then it starts getting harder, or at least thats what I've found.

There's a good mix of achievements in here too... a few you'll get straight away, and some are way more skill based, that will
take some time to earn.

I've given this a good couple of hours play now, and its really got that 'one more go' thing, as the difficulty ramps up, and im
going to be giving it a good few more at least. I'm finding i'm learning the levels, and pathing some fastest routes around them. It
takes me back to when we used to make maps of levels as kids. I want 3 stars on every map.

I really hope the developers keep doing updates. There's a lot of promise in this one. Its great that indie's make games like this.

Its probably not for everybody, but if you like platformers... you'll love this one.

. The save issue has been fixed!
Enjoy this great simulation game and let's start create a beautiful Fireworks!!

I really like this simulator game, it's fun, but currently the save system in the game is bugged!
You might lost your progress just like how I lost my 5 hours progress.

I hope they get it fixed soon, until then play at your own risk.

Anyway, here's my piece
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=347511023. I wouldn't exactly give this game a thumb up, but on one
hand... mimimalist and beautiful visuals and astonishing speed make it worth you time. Especially since it only takes a couple of
hours to finish.
On the other hand there are poor controls, which can ruin the game for you. So be aware and try ot out if you dare (:

PS: be aware that the last level makes you enrage
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So I bought this game to mock with friends, I'd read the reviews, I'd seen how bad it seemed to be, but I was unprepared for the
true depths of how shoddy this is. As soon as you boot it up, it blasts obnoxious, low quality techno music at you, while you're
faced with low quality Deviantart OCs. I probably should have heeded this warning, uninstalled it and gotten a refund, but I
sadly only reached that point 72 minutes later. The art is not only bad, it's inconsistent, with characters constantly being off
model, to the point where parts of their clothes would change color in between sentences in ways that can't be explained by
shading, the characters are mostly unlikable, and the Abaddon Conglomerate has the most supervillain-esque name of any
fictional company I've seen. I felt ashamed owning this game, and I added♥♥♥♥♥♥like Imouto Paradise to my Steam. Don't
buy this game, and if you bought it, aim for a refund. If you can't get a refund, get it removed from your account. Gender
Bender DNA Twister Extreme is an abomination of game design, and you should stay as far away as possible.. Cant adjust the
view position, game also crashes after 5 mins. Refunded.. I love this game and I don't want it to stop. It's right up there with
DDLC. okay so you shoot fish... where's the game though?
not complaining since I got it in a bundle with some other games that were kind of fun for about 0.07\u20ac each which is
alright. in the grand sceme of things... I've paid more for games that wouldn't even start xD
Just felt I had to give honor where honor's due. I haven't seen a game that made so little effort in quite a while.... Amazing.
I remember seeing this a really long time ago. im really gald I they brought this to steam. this is a fun game. trust me you'll like
it unless you're not good at puzzles.
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